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PACS.74.20.Fg BCS theory and its development
PACS.75.25.Nf Response to electromagnetic fields (nuclear magnetic resonance,

surface impedance, etc.)

Abstract. Measurements of microwave impedance
versus temperature, Zs(Tj,

in
Nb,

Bao 6Ko 4Bi03, and YBa2Cu307-s
are given. The measurements were made by the "hot finger"

cavity perturbation technique. The electromagnetic properties of Nb
are in a

good quantitative
agreement with the isotropic s-wave

BCS theory. This mortel can aise descrihe the experimental
Zs(T)

curves m
Bao 6Ko 4Bi03 crystals if the nonhomogeneous broadening of the superconduct-

ing transition is properly taken into account. The behavior of the microwave impedance of

YBa2Cu307-à disagrees with the isotropic BCS theory. This suggests a strong anisotropy of

the order parameter in this compound. Since the coutroversy between
s- and d-wave descrip-

tions of YBaaCu307-s properties has net been resolved yet, we
have checked

a
simpler strongly

amsotropic s-wave mortel. Calculations by this mortel have been compared to measurements

on YBa2Cu307-s. With due accouut of the strong-couphng elfects, two-band anisotropy, and

impurity scattenng in YBa2Cu307-s, the agreement between the generahzed BCS mortel and

experimental data is surprisingly good.

1. Introduction

Given measurements ofthe microwaveiuipedauce ~em~s temperature, Zs(T)
=

Rs(T)+iXs(T),
at a microwave frequency w/2~

+u
10 GHz. Que con denve quite straightforwardly trie supercon-

ducting gap width AIT), penetration depth ofelectromagiietic field À(T), impurity scattenng
rate m a superconductor, and. as a result of a more complex analysis, trie superconducting

painng mechamsm. In trie local electrodynamics, which can be applied to expenments dis-

cussed in trie paper, a simple relation exists between trie surface resistance Rs and reactance

Âs of a superconductor, on one bond, and its complex conductivity, as = ai ia2, on trie other

bond:
~~~

Zs
"

Rs +1-ils
"

~~~Î Il)
ai ia2

(*)Author for correspondence je-mail: trumn©issp.ac.ru)
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Equation il) yields trie expressions for trie real and imaginary parts of trie conductivity in

terms of trie measurable quantities Rs and Xs:

~~~j ~j j~j)
~~~~~ ~

(~jl~),
~2 " Ri + Xl l~

In trie low-frequency limit, hw < A, trie Bardeen-Cooper-Schrielfer (BCS) theory iii predicts

two distinctive features in T-dependence of trie response of a superconductor, naniely an expo-

nential drop in as(T) and Zs(T)
c~

exp(-A(0) /kT) in trie range T < 0.5T~, and an increase in

the conductivity ai (T) at T < T~ with respect to its value an at T
=

T~: These features are,

respectively, due to the thermal activation of normal quasiparticles above the gap /h(T) and

the singularity in the density of states at a quasiparticle energy equal to /h(T). Therefore the

BCS mortel iii can be directly checked by detecting a maximum in the microwave conductivity

ai (T) in the range of temperatures T
+u

0.85Tc la so-called coherence peak). This cari be clone

by simultaneous and precision measurements of the absolute values of Rs(T) and Xs(T),
as lias

been performed for trie first time quite recently. O. Klein et ai. [2j bave detected a coherence

peak in Nb and Pb at a frequency of 60 GHz. Trie experiment demands samples of a high

quality, namely, trie superconducting transition width AT must be very small (AT < 0.lT~),

besides, trie residual surface resistance, which always contributes to measurements of Ri(T) at

T
-

0 because of varions defects in trie surface layer, should be also small: Ro < Rs(T~/2).
Trie generalization of trie BCS theory to strong electron-phonoii coupling was proposed by

Eliashberg [3]. It follows from this theory that for strong enough coupling trie singularity

m trie density of states at hw
=

AIT) is broadened due to inelastic electron scattering by
thermally excited phonons. As a result, trie coherence peak amplitude decreases with an in-

crease in trie electron-phonoii coupling constant and completely vanishes at frequencies around

10 GHz [4] if this constant is larger triait two. Ibis conclusion from trie strong-coupling (SC)
mortel bas been confirmed by measurement of trie microwave conductivity ai (T) around Tc

in YBa2Cu307-à (YBCO) samples [5-îj, whose critical temperature was Tc
+u

90 K. Trie SC

mortel also accounted for trie nonexponential behavior of Rs(T) and À(T) in YBCO [8,9j at

T < Tc/2.
Microwave measurements of À(T) performed in 1993 on high-quality YBCO samples [10-12j,

whose residual resistance Ro was considerably lower than that of previously studied materials,

coula not be described in terms of trie SC mortel. Trie main conclusion which cari be drawn from

trie results by Hardy et ai. [loi, Ma et ai. [iii, and N. Klein et ai. (12j is that trie temperature

dependence of ~lÀab(T) in trie ab-plane of YBCO at T < T~/4 switches from exponential [12]

to linear [loi and quadratic [iii with trie increase m Ro and oxygen deficiency in a sample.

Subsequent microwave measurements [13-15] confirmed that the function AÀab(T) was linear,

although it seemed quite unusual for trie s-wave painng in a superconductor. Figure 1 shows

trie low temperature section of trie experimental AÀab(T) curve from reference [16j which con

be described by neither BCS nor SC mortels. Another expenmental feature observed in YBCO

samples with low Ro is a plateau [11,12,14,15]
or even a small peak [13,15] in trie surface

resistance Rs(T) around T~ /2. This smgularity in ils(T) results m a broad maximum m ai (T).
Trie existence of the maximum in ai (T), as well as trie crossover from trie linear to quadratic

dependence in AÀ(T), bave beeii demonstrated by calculations using the d-wave pairing mortel

with due account of impurity scattermg [lîj. Such a crossover was really observed by Bonn et

ai. [13j after doping YBCO samples with Zn. It is impossible, however, to reconcile trie d-wave

mortel with trie exponential activatioii behavior of AÀab(T). Moreover, trie experimentally
observed slope of Àj/(T)

curves around Tc is much larger than that predicted by this mortel.

Hence trie question arises whether a scenario dilferent from trie d-wave one can describe ail

these features of trie impedance. Trie aim of this work is to demonstrate that it is indeed
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possible within trie strongly anisotropic Eliashberg mortel. In order to show that, trie measure-

ments on Nb, Bao.6Ko.4Bi03 (BKBO), and YBCO samples are compared to trie calculations by
this mortel with a proper account of anisotropy, impurity scattenng and sample inhomogeneity.

2. Experiment

The "bot finger" cavity perturbation technique originally proposed by Sridhar [18j is most

convenient for absolute nieasurements of R~(T) and li~(T) in small superconducting samples.
We used a high-Q Nb cavity operating at T

=
4.2 K resonant at a frequency fo

"
9.42 GHz [19j

m trie Hoii mode. A sample was placed at trie cavity center m trie region of almost uniform

microwave magnetic field
on an end of a sapphire rod. Trie entire unit supporting trie sample

and cavity was m a high vacuum, therefore, given that trie rod was thernially insulated, trie

sample temperature coula be tuned over a wide range without heating trie cavity.
Measurements of two Nb and BKBO samples of nearly cubic shape with a volume of

+u

mm3

are given as an example. Trie BKBO saniple was manufactured by trie electrocheniical gro1N.th
technique [20]. It is interesting to compare BKBO and Nb because both materais bave cubic

structures and are isotropic superconductors whose critical teniperatures ailler by a factor of

three. Therefore it seems natural to try to interpret their superconducting properties m terms

of trie BCS iii or SC [3] mortels. Trie issue of trie applicability of these mortels to BKBO

bas not been resolved because BKBO parameters denved from expenmental data by diiferent

authors [21- 24] vary considerably. Moreover, several anomalous properties of BKBO bave been

observed in both normal and superconducting states, such as positive curvature of trie second

cntical field plotted agamst temperature [25]. No microwave measurements of trie surface

impedance m BKBO crystals bave been reported by now.

Figures 2 and 3 show parameters measured in experiments, namely trie Q-factor of trie cavity
with trie Kb (Fig. 2) and BKBO (Fig. 3) samples and changes in trie resonant frequency
/l f(T) £h fo (T), where A fo « A f is trie frequency variation of trie empty cavity, as functioiis
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of temperature. Trie uncertainties of our measurements were à(1/Q)
-J

10~~ and à fo
+u

10 Hz.

Trie temperature dependence of tire surface impedance, Z~ Iie., trie surface resistance R~ and

trie reactance î~) was denved from Q and ~l f using trie relations:

RslT)
=

rs lQ~~iT) Qi~iT)1
,

xsiT)
=

-)
iAfiT) ~foiT)1+ îo 13)
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where r~ is trie geometric factor of trie sample and Ko is a fitting parameter. Trie properties of

our samples coula be described in trie skia-depth limit in trie normal state, and we bave used

trie relation Rn
=

Xn, which froids above Tc, to determine Xo. In order to determine r~ of Nb

or BKBO samples, we compared trie measured normal state microwave loss R~(T > Tc) to trie

calculation of Rn
=

w~op/2 derived from independent measurements of trie de resistivity p.

Trie inset to Figure 2 shows trie curves of R~ (T) and X~ (T) for trie Nb sample. In trie normal

state (T > T~
=

9./ K), Rn
=

in -S 33 mfl, which corresponds to p(T~) -S 3 ~fl cm and trie

carrier relaxation time 7 -S 2 x
10~~~

s. Trie surface resistance drops by a factor of1000 as

trie teniperature changes from T~ to T~ /?. At temperatures below 5 K, trie surface reactance

is constant at Xs(T) -S Xs(0)
m 6 mfl.

Trie inset of Figure 3 shows curves of Rs(T) and X~(T) for trie BKBO sample. They are

notably diiferent from similar curves for Nb. Firstly, when trie temperature drops from T
=

T~ -S 29 K to T
=

5 Il, trie surface resistance R~(T) changes only by a factor of18 and is

almost constant at Ro " 49mfl as T
-

0. Secondly, trie superconducting transition is wide

and its shape is unusual: it seems that it consists of two sequential transitions, trie first one

starting at T m 29 K, trie second one at T -S 26 K. They are also seen on trie curves of 1/Q
and A f ~emw temperature in Figure 3. A similar shape of trie superconducting transition was

recorded earlier in measurements of trie magnetization of BKBO samples with a record low

resistivity p(40 K) < 100 pff cm [?Si. Dur sample is contaminated more heavily: its resistance

R~ (40 K)
-S 0.89 fl corresponds to a resistivity p(40 K)

m 2100 ~fl cri and
7 m o-à x

10~~~
s.

3. Complex Conductivity and Microscopic Scale Disorder in the BCS and SC

Modeis

Given absolute measurements of R~(T) and Xs(T),
we con calculate trie real and imaginary

parts of trie conductivity ai (T) and a2(T) from equation (2) and compare them to theoret-

ical curves. General expressions for trie electromagnetic response of a superconductor in trie

isotropic BCS and SC mortels were given by Nam [26j. Assuming trie dirty limit, t < (o, where

t is trie mean free patin and (o is trie coherence length, applicable to our samples, and weak

couphng regime, one con easily derive an exact formula for a2 Ian from reference (26j:

~~
= ~~~~~tanh

l~)
,

(4)
an uJ

where an is trie normal state conductivity, and an approximate formula for ai Ian:

1 ~Î~~°~~ ~
21T~

~ ~/Î~ ~~~

The coherence peak is due to trie loganthmic cofactor on trie nght of equation là). Trie peak
amplitude drops with an increase in

trie electron-phonon couphng constant. Inset to Figure 4

from reference (6j shows trie diiference between trie curves of ai (T) derived from trie isotropic
BCS and SC mortels. Trie calculations bave been doue with trie couphng constant equal to

2 in order to interpret trie nieasurements of ai tan(T/T~) in YBCO at a frequency of 3 GHz,

which are shown by trie dashed fine
in

Figure 4.

Trie cirdes in Figure 5 show trie ratio ai Ian for Nb denved from measurements of Rs and

X~ using equation (2) (Fig. ?). Trie solid fine shows trie function ai Ian (T/T~) calculated using

trie equations from reference (26j, trie BCS mortel with ~h(0)
=

1.76kT~ and previously kno1N.n

~v and 7. Figure 5 also shows trie expenmental (squares) and theoretical (sohd curve) London
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penetration depth of magnetic field vernis temperature, ÀL(T), for Nb. In trie dirty limit ÀL(0)

is related to trie measured parameter À(0)
=

li~(0)/w~o through trie equation

ÀL(0)
=

À(0)/$
"

À(0)fi (6)

The resulting value ÀL(0)
=

320 ~10 À
agrees with trie literature data for Nb (2. 27]. Thus

trie expenmental curves of Z~(T) in trie Nb sample lead us to a certain conclusion that trie

isotropic BCS mortel il, 26j applies to trie electromagnetic properties of Nb.
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In view of trie discussed peculianties of trie Z~ (T) curve m BKBO due to defects in trie surface
layer, it is impossible to compare trie details of experimental results in trie range around trie

cntical temperature to trie theory of reference (26j. Nonetheless, we will demonstrate how trie

experimental curves of R~(T) and ~àl~(T) in Figure 3 can be descnbed in terms of trie BCS
mortel taking mto account trie sample nonhomogeneity and residual loss Ro. TO this end, we

use a simple mortel of effective medium (6j, which 1N.e had proposed previously to account for

a narrow peak in trie microwave conductivity ai (T) in ~'BCO (Fig. 4).
Assume that dilferent regions of our samples undergo trie superconducting transition at

different cntical temperatures in trie interval AT~. If trie dimension of each of these regions is

smaller than trie magnetic field penetration depth (microscopic-scale disorder), trie distribution
of trie microwave current in trie sainple is uniform, and trie effective impedance Ze~ is calculated

m two steps: first trie impedances of ail trie regions Z~ (with different T~ connected by a current

fine are added, trier trie sum is averaged over trie sample volume. As a result, we bave

Z~~(T)
=

/
Z~(T, T~) f(T~)dT~ (7)

ôT~

where trie distribution function f(T~) is such that trie fraction of trie sample volume where trie

critical temperatures belong to trie interval T~ < T < T~ + dT~ is f(T~)dT~. In trie simplest

case f(T~) is Gaussian.

Trie width of trie distribution function f(T~) for trie YBCO single crystal with T~
=

91 K

was selected to be o-à K, and trie function Z~(T, T~) was taken equal to trie surface impedance

~ers~s temperature calculated using trie isotropic SC mortel [6, 26j. Trie parameters R~~(T)
and X~~(T) denved from equation (7) were used to calculate ai,~~(T) by equation (2). Trie

calculations and trie experimental curve of ai Ian (T/T~)
are compared in trie Figure 4, which

demonstrates trie absence of trie BCS coherence peak in YBCO.

As concerns BKBO, trie distribution function f(T~) for different regions of trie sample ~hould

reflect both observed transitions (Fig. 3). As trie temperature mcreases, trie broader low-

temperature transition peaking at T~2 " 26 K is followed by trie narrow transition with trie

maximum at T~i m 28 K.

Figure 6 shows dimensionless parameters

~ Rn Ro ~ Rn ~ .Kn- Ro ~ Rn ~~~

plotted against temperature. 'Trie denommator m trie equation for
r

mdudes only trie tempera-
ture-dependent part of trie surface resistance, which was obtained by subtracting trie residual

resistance Ro < Rn from trie data for Rs(T)
m

Figure 3. Trie solid fines show trie effective

parameters ~ and z denved using equation (7), where trie impedance Zs(T, T~) was calculated

by trie BCS formulas [26j with A(0) =1.76kT~, alla trie distribution function was

~~~~ ~Î~
~~~ AÎi

~~~

~ÎAÎÎ~~
~ AÎ2 ~~~~ ~~ ~~~

~Î£hTÎ~~ j

where T~i
=

28 K, /hTi
=

K; T~2
"

26.5 K. AT2
"

4.7 K. Empty squares m
this diagram

show trie function a21an(T/T~) denved from measurements of r
and x usmg equation (2),

trie sohd hne shows trie effective conductivity a2,e~lan also derived usmg equation (2), but

from trie effective parameters r and x, and trie dashed curve shows trie function defined by
equation (4), which is identical to trie solid curve at T < 0.3T~. Trie minimum imagmary part
of trie iinpedance is Xs(0)

m X~(5 K) -S î0mfl (Fig. 3), hence À(0)
=

X~(0)/w~o " 9400 À.
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Taking into account trie measurement uncertainty and trie factor fi
" 0.33, we derive from

equatipn (6) trie London penetration depth in trie BKBO sample: ÀL(0)
=

3100 ~100 À. This

value agrees with recent measurements of À(0) [28,29] corrected for trie impurity scattering:

ÀL(0)
=

À(0)/ 1+ (oli.

4. Two-Band Model

In our previous paper [30], we
indicated that ail recent measurements of trie ab-plane penetra-

tion depth in i'BCO can be described in terms of trie s-wave two-band mortel. This mortel is a

generahzation of trie SC theory to layered high-T~ cuprates, in particular to YBCO. A strong

electron-phonon interaction in trie S-band (Cu02 planes) was
assumed, superconductivity in

trie N-band (CUO chains) being due to interband proximity effect [30-32].

Typical curves
of trie density of states (DOS) in a

two-band superconductor are shown m

Figure î. Trie behavior of DOS in trie S-band is practically trie same as in a
one-band su-

perconductor with strong electron-phonon interaction. At low and intermediate temperatures,

trie position of trie DOS maximum does not depend on T, only trie peak width changes rapidly

near T~. Trie behavior of DOS in trie N-band is quite unusual. Trie position of trie sharp

DOS maximum is almost teniperature-mdependent, therefore trie low-energy states are filled

as trie temperature mcreases,
rather than trie gap is closed as m trie BCS mortel. Trie strong

temperature dependence of trie peak width is due to trie strong temperature dependence of

trie quasiparticle scattering rate. Although a
small energy gap exists in

trie N-Land at zero

temperature, this gap is easily smeared ont by any pair-breaking process, for exaniple by mag-

netic impunties (see below). These generic properties of trie mortel manifest themselves m
trie

microwm>e response.
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In trie discussed case of strong pairing in trie S-band, trie Eliashberg SC theory
can be selected

as a starting point for discussing trie anisotropy effects since this theory properly takes into
account trie effects of retardation and decay of quasiparticle excitations. Trie straightforward
generalization of trie Eliashberg equations for trie many-band case leads to a system of coupled

Eliashberg equations for trie order parameters zi(
~

and renormahzed quasiparticle energies w(
~m different bands (see, e.g. Ref. (30j). These eiuations include trie following parameters: tie

couphng constants Ài~, trie scattering rates ~~j from trie 1-th to j-th band due to nonmagnetic
impurities, and ~]~, which is a similar parameter for magnetic impurities.

Trie choice of parameters in this mortel is largely controlled by trie structure and parameters
of YBCO. We assume that trie planes

are charactenzed by a large coupling constant and form
an S-band (Àii

c= 3), whereas trie chains form an N-band (À22 "
0). A nonzero order parameter

m trie chains is caused by trie interband interactions À12
" À21

"
0.2. This set of parameters

is consistent with T~
=

90 Ii in YBCO. We bave assumed that trie interband scattering rates
~~~ are small, ~12. ~21 < T~, and selected ~/(~ = ~]~

=
~(~

=
0. We bave taken into account

impurity scattering due to usual and magnetic impunties in N-band, ~22 and ~]~ respectively,
and nonmagnetic scattering in S-band ~ii.

Given trie elastic scattenng rates m N and S-band ~ii " ~22 "
2 + 4 T~ (16÷32 mev), trie

mortel is consistent with trie absolute values of resistivity at 100 K of about 50÷100 pff cm, as
well as with an ab-plane amsotropy of about 2 measured in YBCO.

Trie cause of magnetic scattering is that at a lower oxygen content, most oxygen atoms are
net in trie chains. As a result, trie chain Cu atoms gain magnetic moments which act as pair
breakers. Thus, trie magnetic scattenng m trie N-band ~]~ is trie only free parameter of trie

mortel related to trie oxygen deficiency
m YBa2Cu307-à.

With trie parameters specified above, trie Eliashberg equations bave been solved numerically
for two bands. Figure 8 from reference (30j demonstrates trie quantitative companson of trie

calculations Àj~~(T) with trie single crystal data from references [13,14j (pab l= 50 pflcin).
A good agreement with trie calculations

can be seen, except trie temperature range close to
T~. Trie hnear dependence

m trie range T < 0.5T~ is well described by trie mortel. Trie mset
to Figure 8 shows calculations of AÀab(T) for different ~]~ values. As a consequence of trie

emergence of trie gapless state, a crossover from trie exponential temperature dependence at
low T for ~]~

=
0 to trie linear temperature dependence at larger ~]~ takes place.

With a further
mcrease m ~]~ and ~22, trie contribution of trie N-band to trie penetration

depth vamshes, and trie behavior of Àab(T) becomes close to that predicted by trie isotropic
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Fig. 8. Calculated curves (~[2
"

1.G mev, ~12 "
0) compared with data from reference [14]

(triangles) and reference [13] (open circles). 1) ~22 "
16 mev, 2) ~22 "

32 mev, 3) ~22 #
64 mev,

4) ~22 #160 mev. Inset: The crossover
from exponential (curves 1,2) to linear (curve 3) behavior of

Aàab(T) for ~22 #
16 mev and ~[2

"
0 il), 0.8 mev (2) and 3.2 mev (3). Solid squares: data from

reference [12].

SC mortel. Such a crossover
illustrated in Figure 1 (and in Fig. 12, see

below) correlates with

trie increase in trie resistivity above T~.

In this paper we
generahze these results to describe trie c-axis response and to calculate trie

surface impedance Zs(T) in trie ab-plane of YBCO.

In calculating trie ab-plane impedance, we adopt trie same assumptions as in our previous

work: screening currents are
assumed to flow in bath subsystems, trie intralayer anisotropy

is
ignored, and trie total complex conductivity a(~v) is calculated in trie London (local) limit

by trie equation a(w)
=

aas(~v) + aN(~v), where a =
vsn1N/vNms (vs,N and ms,N are trie

densities of states and effective masses in trie corresponding bands). Trie temperature de-

pendence of trie surface impedance Z~(T) calculated by trie two-baud mortel is shown in Fig-

ure 9. Trie calculations are
compared to trie experimental data of reference [16] at a frequency

f
=

87 GHz. A reasonable fit of bath real and imaginary parts of Z~(T) is obtained for ~]~
=

0,

and ~ii =
6 mev (solid fines). Trie real part of trie conductivity plotted agamst temperature,

ai (T) (Fig. 10) is aise fitted well by using trie same parameters.

Physically trie emergence of trie maximum m ai (T) is due to stroiig temperature-dependent

scattering in trie N-band. This process can be approximately described as trie following se-

quence of scattering events: X.S.phonon-S.N, i.e., a
quasiparticle from trie N-band, is scattered

to trie S-band due to trie interband couphng, absorbs a
thermal phonon in trie S-baud and trier

transfers back to trie N-baud- This process is strongly temperature dependent due to trie strong

electron-phonon interaction in trie S-band. When trie temperature draps below T~, trie scat-

tering rate rapidly decreases and overcompensates trie decrease in trie quasipartide number,

which is due to gap opening. As a result, trie conductivity mcreases below T~ until at lower

temperatures T < AN trie decrease m trie quasipartide number starts to dommate and trie

conductivity vanishes. Thus trie interplay between trie T.dependent scattenng rate and T-

dependent quasiparticle number leads to trie emergence of trie conductivity maximum.
This
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was first calculated by Bulaevskii and Zyskin [34]. Josephson interaction between trie layers

and a
weakly coupled s-wave

BCS superconducting state were
assumed. Later an

essential

difference between trie c-axis penetration depth À~(T) behavior predicted by d- and s-pairing

mortels was
pointed out in reference [35]. On trie other nana, microscopic calculations of trie

c-axis response in
Josephson coupled systems with a

single layer type had been clone by Graf

et ai. [36]. Later, trie consequences of trie crossover from direct to impurity assisted tunneling

mechanisms of c-axis transport for À~(T) behavior were discussed by Radtke et ai. [37] in trie

similar single layer mortel. Quito recently, trie penetration depth in trie ab- and c-directions

bas been calculated by Atkinson and Carbotte [38] for a layered S/N superconductor in trie

weak coupling regime, however trie impurity scattering and strong-coupling effects bave not

been induded in their formalism.

Here we
consider a

layered superconductor with two inequivalent layers in trie unit colt and

study trie rote of impunty scattering of carriers. We demonstrate that in trie direct tunnehng

regime, trie intraplane impurity scattering changes dramatically trie temperature dependence

of À~, and trie resulting À~(T) behavior in trie strong scattering limit is quite similar to that

m
trie impurity assisted hopping regime (Josephson coupled regime). Moreover, in ail cases

there is an
essential difference between trie curves of trie penetration depths in trie ab- and

c-directions versw temperature: trie normalized À)(0)/À)(T) curves demonstrate a weaker

temperature dependence at low T than trie corresponding À(~(0)/À(~(T) curves, in particular.

they are never linear in trie temperature.

Let us consider trie c-axis response in detail. Trie penetration depth in trie coherent regime

is given by trie expression

Àc =

4~/Qilq
=

0), 19)

where trie kemel Qi(q
=

0) can be calculated by trie generalized technique of reference [26].

Trie result is

Q i(q
=

0)
=

~
2~T

/
vÎ

/
d£k ~j [GN("n)GS(Ldn) + ~N(Ldn)~s("n)Î (lÙ)

~ U
~

Here trie Green's functions GN,s and FN,s are
expressed through trie solutions of trie Eliash-

berg equations in trie following way: GN
"

(i~vj,~ + ek)/[(/l) ~)2 + (wj,~)2 + e(],Gs
"

(~"Î,n~~k)/Î(£àÎ,n)~ +(~dÎ,n)~ +£ÎÎ &lia ~N
"

Î~Î,n/[(I~Î,n)~ +("Î,n)~+£ÎÎ'~S
"

I~Î.n/[(I~Î,n)~

+(wj ~)2 + e(]. Substituting trie expressions for trie Green's functions into equation (10) and

integiating
over trie energy ek and trie Fermi surface dS, we finally obtain trie following ex-

pression for Àc(T):

Àj~(T)
=

2~TN(0)e~uj

f Aiii~Jn)A2ilàJn) jii~
~

~ -o
w( + /~((iuJn) ùJ( + Ô((lùJn) ùJ( + Ô((lùJn) +

~
+ ~ii +

22j

~~

Here trie Fermi velocity along trie c-direction is given by vz =

W~d2/2, where W is trie

hopping integral characterizing trie width of trie band in trie c-axis direction and d is trie

interlayer distance. According to [39], this approach is valid for sufliciently strong scattering

W < ~ii, ~22. 1N.ben both components of trie layered-metal conductivity bave trie Drude form.

Trie vertex corrections are not taken mto account in trie derivation of equation Ill) smce they

will lead to a renormalization of coupling constaiits À~~
and scattenng rates ~~~

and a power-law

T.dependence at low temperatures even m an isotropic one-band superconductor [8]. Since ~ve

are
iiiterested in specific two-band effects, we will not consider these corrections in trie paper.
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Fig. ii. Plots of àj~(T)
us.

T/Tc, calculated by the two-bond model with ~[~
=

l.6 mev.

Josephson limit (1), iii #
8 mev (2), 2 mev (3), ~ii #

0 mev (4). Inset: Low T portion of ôàc(T)

us.
T/Tc.

In trie final form of equation (11), we bave neglected trie contribution of trie small interband

scattering ~12,, ~21 and magnetic scattenng ~]~. Trie important parameters which control trie

shape of trie Àj2(T)
curve are trie impurity scattenng rates ~ii and ~22.

Trie impurity assisted hopping regime can be realized in two ways: il for Ml > ~ii,~22
(trie clean-hmit regime for trie c-axis transport), Zener oscillations with rare dephasing events

take place, which results in a nonmetallic c-axis conductivity [39]. (2) trie interband scattenng

is strong enough: ~' < ~12,72i In this regime, trie penetration depth Àc is determmed by
trie Josephson interaction between neighboring layers and is given by trie following expression
[30,34, 36, 37]:

ÎÎÎÎ ~~*
Î f~ ~~lil~~jjiw~)

~~~~

It is interesting to note that in trie strong scattenng hmit, when 711/~Tc, ~22/~Tc m 1, one can

neglect trie terms /w] + ~l] ~(i~vn) in trie square brackets in trie denominator of equation (11)

and obtain trie T.dependence uf À)(0)/À)(T) comciding with that given by equation (12) for

trie Josephson coupled regime, although trie absolute values of Àc(0) are different in both

reginies. This means that a transition from trie clean to dirty limit leads to radical changes m

Àc(T) similarly to isotropic superconductors. This crossoverfrom dean to dirty limit should be

taken mto account when discussing trie expenmental data for c-axis response of layered high

T~ superconductors.
Numencal calculations of Àc(T) hm~e been clone in trie t~vo-band mortel for trie cases of

coherent and incoherent transport.

Figure 11 shows trie calculations for ~(~=1.6 niev with hnear Àab(T) for T < T~/2. Trie

upper curve shows trie results in trie Josephson (incoherent) regime, whereas trie lower curves

in trie coherent regime for ~ii = ~22" 0, 2 and 8 mev. With an increase in ~ii and ~22, trie

crossover from trie coherent to trie Josephson couphng regime takes place. An increase in trie

nonmagnetic scattenng leads to an mcrease m trie penetration depth at a constant temperature,
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"

GA mev.

as a result trie curves
Àj2(T) shift upwards and trie slope near T~ increases. In contrast to trie

linear behavior of Àj/(T) calculated with these parameters at T < T~ /2, the T.dependence of

Àj2(T) is power-law, the exponent being only weakly dependent on ~ii and ~22.

Figure 12 compares trie two-band mortel for ~]~
=

6.4 mev and ~22 "
24 mev with trie data

on c-oriented YBCO powders [40]. An excellent agreement is seen throughout the temperature

range for bath Àab(T) and Àc(T). Trie behavior of AÀ~(T) of NS multilayer in trie Josephson
coupling regime is shown in trie mset to Figure 12 for different ~s. It can be seen that /lÀc(T)

remams nonlinear at low T at ail ~s. Trie absolute values of Àc at a given temperature gro~v

with ~js since trie superconductivity in trie N-band is destroyed by the pair breaking effect due

to magnetic impurities.

5. Conclusion

Measurements of trie microwave impedance m Nb, BKBiO, and YBCO bave been compared.
Dur analysis is based on trie measurements by trie "bot finger" cm>ity perturbation technique

and trie theoretical studies in trie framework of trie s-wave BCS including strong coupling
effects (Eliashberg theory), influence of the inhomogeneous broadening of trie superconducting
transition, and strong interband anisotropy (specific for YBCO).

It is shown that the electromagnetic properties of Nb are in good quantitative agreement

with the isotropic s-wave BCS theory. The data for BKBO are also well descnbed by the

conventional theory with corrections for the inhomogeneous Tc broadening.

The application of the two-band mortel to the interpretation of trie microwave impedance
data of YBCUO reveals a good agreement between theory and expenment for the ab-plane

response. The mortel correctly describes trie disappearance of the lmear term in Àab(T) with

trie increase m the sample resistivity, the effect being related to trie of impunty scattering.
Trie prediction that a hnear term should not appear m Àc(T) is also in accordance with tLe

experiment.
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In spite of trie good fit, there are some difliculties with trie two-band interpretation. First,
trie two-band mortel cannot descnbe trie similarity between trie penetration depths along a- and

b-directions ~ers~s temperature reported in [41j. Trie different rote of Ni and Zn impurities in
YBCO [13] is aise trot yet clear. Trie maximum in ai (T) is naturally explained by this mortel,

but its height of10-20 (divided by trie conductivity above T~) reported in [13, 41j is diflicult

to reconcile with trie parameters chosen for YBCO. That means that further refinement of

trie mortel is necessary (one possible modification lias been proposed quite recently [42j). On
trie orner nana, trie d-wave interpretation is also not free of problems. Therefore one can net

make a conclusive choice between
s- and d-wave descriptions YBCO on trie basis of available

microwave measurements, and this issue is bej~ond trie framework of trie present paper.
Trie key experiments to check trie two-band description for YBCO coula be measurements

of Àc(T) on YBCO surgie crystals, as well as measurements of Àab(T) in Fe- or Ga-doped
YBCO, when superconductivity of trie CUO chains is destroyed. Another crucial evidence in

favor of this mortel coula be measurements of a ~-shift in trie Josephson effect in ~~BCO under

similar doping [43j. It lias been shown above that trie two-band scenano is very sensible to

trie superconductivity m trie chain band and therefore predicts a crossover to trie conventional

behavior under such a doping. In contrast, trie generic behavior in trie d-wave mortel is governed
by a single CUO plane, and such a crossover is non predicted.
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